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  Share Thread: Facebook Twitter Google Friday, March 31, 2017 Member Join Date: February 2016 Posts: 39 Thanks: 7 Thanks 20 Times in 8 Posts Guide to AD MOD Psychometric Evaluation I've seen many applicants for the AD post in Maud should appear in the psychometric evaluation test to be conducted by the
NTS. I appeared in one of the psychometric tests conducted by ntS and by the grace of the Almighty went through it quite comfortably. Since the test facility is the same, it is likely that the psychometric test for AD MOD will be very similar to the one I took. So, I believe that my experience will be very convenient for all of
you. Let's start with the part of the test. The test consisted of 4 parts: 1-Personality-related MC's 2-Word Association Test 3- Offer Completion Test 4-Themed Appreciation Test Now let's discuss each section in detail. 1 - Personality associated with MC In this part, was 80 MC, all of them related to the identity of the
candidate. Each question had 5 options: strongly disagree, disagree, do not know, agree, strongly agree. Some of the examples of questions: i-I start a conversation with a stranger in a public place? ii- Do I take on several tasks at the same time? iii- I would like to stay in this organization for life? When trying these
questions, you should keep a couple of very important things in your mind. First, there is a widespread misconception among many applicants who take a psychometric test that two of the options given after each question strongly disagree and strongly agree are answers that show extreme behavior and are therefore
undesirable. Let me be clear that this is not the case. What you need to do is be truthful and honest. If you really feel that the answer to a certain question should be strongly disagreed or strongly agree, you should choose either of the two options. Do not suppress your answer under the far-fetched pretext of a limb.
There are questions that should have such a strong answer. For example, if I were asked: Will I always remain loyal to the organization and committed to my work despite the challenges?, the fact is that the answer to this question should be strongly agreed than simply Agree. So don't worry about what the psychologist
perceives from your answers and be honest and truthful. Just imagine whether a psychologist would perceive a good image of one if he sees that the candidate has not even marked out the outliers as an answer to even one question. Such planted answers are the perfect recipe for destruction. Second, you need to
make sure that you give consistent answers. The fact is that this particular part contains such questions that deliver the same meaning. For example, No.1 says, Do I take on more than one task at a time? chances are that No.5 will ask: Do I like multitasking or not?. Now the fact is that both questions ask the same thing.
The paper setter just wants to analyze your stability and what it will do with learning your answers. You need to read the question carefully, and if the essence of the question was asked earlier, do not panic and note the option that you chose earlier. For example, if you answered question number 2 that you 'agree' with a
statement, also 'Agree' with the statement in No. 5. Be consistent in your answers and rest assured that you have done the hard part well. The above two points are extremely important to explore. Most of those who are unable to clean up the psychometric test are those who do not care about the above points. I hope
you didn't like being such an example. 2 - Word Association Test: 15 words were given in this part of the test and then blank after each word. The candidate had to give a word that comes to mind first after reading the word mentioned. For example, questions may sniff: Sword - Sex - Rule - Candidate is obliged to write
the appropriate word with the word given in the document. For example, the word sword refers to war, sex refers to male, office refers to organization, chairman refers to king, and rule refers to kingdom. When writing words, you should keep in mind that the words you write should have a positive connotation. For
example, if the word is death, you don't need to write suffering, pathetic or anything like that, but martyrdom. The more you get negative, the more likely you are to suffer as a result. So be positive, bold and honest. Some of the answers I've given are: CPEC Ship Rich Content Dark Chocolate Chips Light Shadow Cut
Apple 3- Offer Completion Tests: In this test, there were some incomplete suggestions that should be completed by the candidate. The sane and sagacious advice is the same again. Be righteous, courageous, energetic, and positive. Some of the question-and-answer examples are below: Boys are no (organization files
in the office). Girls are (preparing for the exam). My father (is a well-known businessman of the city). My biggest weakness is that I am less resistant to weather changes. I failed (but I tried again and succeeded). Remember that your answers should always reflect courage, courage and positivity. 4- Thematic score test:
This was the last but very important part of the test. The candidate was shown three paintings and asked to write a story on each of them. Now the thing is, you don't just need to explain the picture, but develop events in a picture with a reference to the context. Your story should have a strong plot; It should have a logical
and realistic end; it should reflect heroism, but not super heroism; most importantly, history should reflect positive topics such as happiness, reconciliation, negotiation, hard work, politeness, bravery and patriotism. You have to cut these terms out of the picture and write a story on such a topic no matter how pessimistic
the picture seems to you. For example, let's say that the picture shows an old man hugging a young girl. A possible story about this may be this: Nadia is a scientist who is known for his research on AIDS around the world. For the past 30 years, she has been conducting research to develop a possible AIDS vaccine.
Finally, her efforts paid off and she developed a vaccine. The vaccine has been tested in various laboratories around the world and then approved and recommended by WHO. Nadia, thanks to her hard and wonderful efforts, was awarded a special award and WHO prize money. On this very joyous occasion, her family
and friends were very happy. The picture shows her father hugging her for her achievement. Remember; do not tend to be pessimistic and negative no matter what the conditions are. Stay upright and positive. This is a recipe to go through this simple but complex test. Finally, I believe that this test cannot be cleaned
without practice. There is enough material available online that you can use best. Do Google search for relevant content and practice issues such as Word Association Test, Application Completion Test and Thematic Appreciation Test. Good luck and keep praying:-) The following 10 users say thank you ammadbeaconite
for this helpful post: Ahmed quetta (Friday, March 31, 2017), aneeza qadeer (Friday, March 31, 2017), Cheetaa (Friday, 08 March 2019), Farhan Saleh zada (Saturday, April 1, 2017), Farhan69 (Saturday, April 1, 2017), Ghulam Rasool Shah (Friday, March 31, 2017), Imrantm (Friday, March 31, 2017), Lozhit (Saturday,
April 01, 2017) Shiba (Friday, March 31, 2017), Lay (Saturday, April 1, 2017), Siba (Friday, March 31, 2017), Light (Saturday, 01 April 2017), March 31, 2017), sufyan chaandia (Saturday, April 01, 2017) Friday, March 31, 2017 Junior Member Join Date: October 2011 Messages: 2 Thank you: 1 Thanked 0 Times in 0
Messages, how much time was given for this activity? Saturday, April 01, 2017 Senior Member Join Date: February 2017 Location: East of the Sun, West of the Moon Messages: 258 Thank you: 9 Thank you 66 times in 55 Posts that were very helpful and informative. how much time is given for this test. I'm thinking
about 90 mints? Psychometric testing has been around for more than 100 years since Simon Binet first developed an intelligence test in 1905. Although they initially found that their use was limited in the field of educational psychology, they soon spread to various and unlikely areas such as the army, recruitment, health
care, etc. they have evolved to become a common feature of the selection process - particularly within large, competitive organizations that use these types of tests to identify each candidate on their acquired skills and cognitive abilities. Psychometric tests are a standard and scientific method used to measure people's
mental abilities and behavioral styles. They are concerned about the objective measurement of skills and knowledge, abilities, relationships, personality traits such as intelligence and other cognitive abilities. This is different from measuring physical attributes such as height, weight, etc., which are easy to measure with
pre-designed scales and standards. On the other hand, measuring intangible cognitive attributes such as personality or intelligence requires a deeper understanding of various aspects of the human psyche, and it is there that psychometric tests come in. In general, psychometric evaluations can be delineated into the
following aptitude and Ability Tests: they are aimed at measuring a person's competence and intellectual capabilities, as well as the logical and analytical abilities of reasoning. The recruiter can try to predict your future performance with these tests. These are two more types: Verbal Reasoning Numerical Reasoning
Personality and Professional Questionnaires These tests can try to measure your personality attributes, which will be a reliable predictor of how you will behave in certain circumstances, how you will go about completing assigned tasks and your preferences and relationships. All these things will be of great interest to the
recruiter. Some examples of psychometric tests that measure personality include: MMPI (Minnesota Multiphase Personality Inventory) MBTI (Myer-Briggs Type Indicator) 16 PF (Sixteen Personality Factor) EP'-R (Eysenck Personality Profile-Revised) Are All widely used in organizations (some more, To ensure this, the
test must meet these three key criteria: standardization - before it is released for public use test standardized against a small group of people. This group of people, also called a sample, should be very similar to the large group of people for whom the test should be intended. For, for example, your sample may not be all
female when the test is actually intended for men and women. Reliability - Test give consistent results, results, will not be significantly affected by external factors. For example, if you feel stressed when you take the test, the test results should not be too different from those times when you were excited or relaxed.
Reality - This is perhaps the most necessary quality of the psychometric test. To be named valid, the test must be able to measure what it is designed to measure.  Suppose that the test is designed to measure a person's interests, then it must clearly demonstrate that he is really measuring interests, not something else
that is simply related to interests. In the list below for each statement, the 1-50 200 mark, you agree with a scale of 1-5 where 1 disagrees, 2 slightly disagrees, 3 is neutral, 4 slightly agrees and 5 agrees, in the space next to it. 1. I'm a life party. 2. I feel little concern for others. 3. I'm always ready. 4. I get stressed easily.
5. I have a lot of vocabulary. 6. I don't talk much. 7. I'm interested in people. 8. I leave my stuff around. 9. I'm relaxed most of the time. . 10. I find it difficult to understand abstract ideas. 11. I feel comfortable around people. 12. I insult people. 13. I pay attention to the details. 14. I worry about things. 15. I have a vivid
imagination. 16. I keep in the background. 17. I sympathize with the feelings of others. 18. I'm doing a mess of things. 19. I rarely feel blue. 20. I'm not interested in abstract ideas. 21. I'm starting conversations. 22. I'm never interested in other people's problems. 23. I get the chores done right away. 24. I'm easy to
disturb. 25. I have great ideas 26. I don't have anyone to say. 27. I have a soft heart. 28. I often forget to put things back in my place. 29. I get upset easily. 30. I have no good imagination. 31. I talk to a lot of different people at parties. 32. I'm not very interested in others. 33. I like order. 34. I change the mood a lot. 35. I
quickly understand things. 36. I don't like to draw attention to myself. 37. I'm taking time out for the other 38. I'm shying away from my responsibilities. 39. I have frequent mood swings. 40. I use difficult words. 41. I don't mind being the center of attention. 42. I feel other people's emotions. 43. I follow schedule 44. I get
annoyed easily 45. I spend time thinking about things. 46. I am quiet around strangers. 47. I make people feel at ease. 48. I am demanding in my work 49. I often feel blue. 50. I'm full of ideas. The scoring test measures you by 5 parameters, namely extroversion, pleasantness, conscientiousness, neuroticism and
openness to experience. Calculate your scores on these parameters, using the formula below: E No 20 (1) - (6) - (11) - (16) 1) - (26) - (31) - (36) - (41) - (46) A- 14 - (2) - (7) - (12) - (17) - (22) - (32) - (37) - (42) - (47) - (8) - (13) - (18) - (23) - (28) - (33) - (33) - (38) 38 - (4) - (9) - (14) - (19) - (24) - (29) - (29) - (29) - (34) -
(34)) - (39) - (39) - (44) - (49) About 8 (5) - (10) - (15) - (15) - (20) - (20) 5) - Example: Extraversion 20 - the score you gave yourself in question 1 - score, which you gave yourself in question 6 - score, which you gave yourself in question 11 - the score you gave yourself in question 16 and so on extraversion (E) is a
personality trait which means finding fulfillment from experiences outside of yourself or the community. While high scorers tend to be very social, people who score low prefer to work on their projects alone. If your score is above 3.05 for this factor you scored above average in extroversion.  Pleasure (A) reflects how
people adapt to their behavior according to others. High scorers tend to come across as polite and as human beings. Low scorers advance and tend to say how it is. If your score is above 3.84 for this factor you scored above average in niceness. Integrity (C) is a personality trait that measures honesty and hard work.
High scorers tend to follow the rules and prefer their homes clean. Low scorers can be dirty and can fool others. If your score is above 3.38 for this factor you scored above the bona fide average. Neuroticism (N) is a personality trait that measures emotional responses.  If your score is above 2.98 for this factor you
scored above average in neuroticism. Openness to experience (O) is a personality trait that measures the degree to which people seek new experiences and intellectual pursuits. High scorers tend to be a day to dream a lot. Low scorers can come across as very down to earth. If your score is above 4.05 for this factor
you are scoring above average in openness to experience. Please note that there is no set way to do well in a psychometric test as there is no correct answer to these questions. In addition, some of these tests contain built-in checks that check whether the tester is trying to manipulate their responses to appear
appropriate. For example, the EP-R test contains a lie assessment that checks whether the tester gives more socially desirable answers. So don't try to take the test with anything other than the best of your intentions and honesty. There are some things though that you can do during your training to be better prepared
for these psychometric tests. (Please note that this list was compiled in terms of recruitment.) 1. Try to find out what a potential employer is looking into in the job seeker Psychometric Test Results provide a promising with the behavioral profile of applicants - their level of intelligence or abilities (measured by ability tests),
and their personality characteristics (measured by personality test). The profile will indicate whether they can solve problems, are good team players or whether they prefer to work individually, and other relevant attributes. 2. Learn about psychometric testing methods Psychometric Tests are unlike any other tests you
may have taken. It is quite common for job seekers to assume that if they are good at math, or if they can speed up reading in English or have just graduated from their university, they will blitz through a psychometric test. That's a false assumption. Such tests are designed to measure your abstract, verbal and numerical
reasoning skills. These ability tests are usually time and developed in a very distinct way. To master these tests you will need to add a new set of test strategies and mental skills to your repertoire. 3. Get yourself in good physical and mental shape to be at your best Just like for any other type of test, you have to be at



your best, physically and mentally produce appropriate results in psychometric tests. Factors such as fatigue, stress, anxiety, etc. are likely to seriously affect your scores in intelligence or ability tests and do not give a clear picture. It would serve you well to be well rested and try to make breaks between tests of ability to
make sure you replenish your energy. 4. Learning the different types of ability testing questions Getting to know the typical content and format of psychometric tests will help you better understand and try these tests. Oral and numerical ability test questions are usually MC that need to be completed in a limited amount of
time. These issues may even include topics such as social science, physical or biological sciences, and even business-related areas such as marketing, economics and HRM. On the other hand, an abstract type of fitness test is a non-verbal test that uses shapes and shapes as test questions. Typically, no specific
domain knowledge of these domains is required, for example. Progressive Matrix Crow, that is a test of intelligence. Getting to know the type of test questions will give you a competitive edge over others. 5. Practice psychometric tests online These days many tests for factors such as intelligence, personality, etc. are
available online for free. Many of them have been trained by established psychologists and are valid and competitive. You can prepare for any psychometric test you have to give by taking these online tests. The practice of test questions will teach brain to define a framework to solve problems that will greatly improve
your results. Chances are your potential employer will ask you to take a psychometric test online so practicing test tests at your discretion would be an added benefit. 6. Find out what types of psychometric test questions you need to practice Not all jobs ask the same type of psychometric test questions. The level of
complexity and complexity of test questions varies depending on the type of work you are applying for. For example, a management test may have more complex questions than an entry-level role. Make sure you practice the right type of test questions for the position you are applying for. 7. Plan your attempt All ability
tests in psychometric time. They are also designed in such a way that only 1 to 2 percent of people who take such tests can actually finish it. The good thing is that you don't have to complete all the test questions to get the desired score, and the easy questions scored are the same as tough. Typically, the best strategy
is to set the values, and if you don't know the answer to the question, move on to complete the others. 8. Read and increase your vocabulary of English You can start by reading the editorial part of the newspaper or any industry of specific information pertaining to the work you should apply to, to increase your
vocabulary. This will help you understand, especially verbal ability test questions, faster and answer them faster and as a result improve your score. 9. Take care not to cause a lie or fake good scale in the personality test As we have stated, most personality tests are designed to indicate if you have been consistent in
your responses and to what extent you have tried to portray yourself in an overly favorable manner. We can't stress it enough, it's not the right approach. How about just being yourself and knowing exactly what set of your strengths you want to highlight to your employer. Employer. nts ib psychometric test sample paper.
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